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Student Government Assembly Meeting 

November 19111, 2013 

I. Call Meeting to Order 

II. First Roll Call 
III. Approval of the Minutes 

IV. Guests 
a. John-Michael Cortez, Urban Rail Development Project 

i. Cortez- with capital metro, on behalf of project c01rnect, connect central Texas 
with high-speed rail , will save time fo r your questions, how many are from 
central Texas, live on campus, or west campus, talk to you about project 
connect, understand context, big picture, central corridor study, sub-corridor 
evaluation, talk about next steps, context for what we are doing, it is changing 
very rapidly, opportunities and challenges, public agencies in transportation 
have come to address in project connect, capture as much of our growth as 
possible, meet almost a ll of our needs in one area, don' t have to get in your 
car or highway, within walking distance, smaller activity centers, like Kyle, 
newer activity center, grow in these spaces and connecting activity places and 
center, l ive in Cedar Park and go to UT, connect all these places, we need to 
connect them to core, downtown, where region's economy, cultural and 
educational activities are, traffic .worse in central Austin, trying to connect 
these places to each other, we can' t expand highways like in Houston area 
with Katy highway, one of the most congested places in the country, growing 
like crazy, expandable to meet needs in the future, challenges we are address 
in the future , this is our visions for connecting communities, takes into 
consideration our strengths and scale up as we grow, fancier new bus routes, 
premium high capacity routes, operating on the drag in a few months, what 
are the next steps?, start w ith the system plan, project connect, 20-30 year 
connection, corridor studies, break off chunk, what are the actual problems, in 
the middle of two corridor students, central and west, real project we can 
move forward, engineering, des ign and environment, building metro-rapid, 
metro rai l is our first rail line, move projects so that people can use them, 
central corridor- 5 county area, out to E lgin and San Marcos, look at ways 
people get into our regions, all bad at rush hours, which are the ones we need 
to focus on now, centra l corridor- making decisions with the public, what we 
should do as a community, answer with 2 questi ons- w hat we should do nex t 
and how will we get there, w hat is the centra l co rridor what area are we 
studying- how we want to solve problems, we tend to go straight to solution, 
what problems are we trying to solve, identify area, then we identi ty problem, 
develop some evaluation criteri a, solve these problems in this area, central 
corridor- centra l Austin and ut area, far north, 290/2222/Koenig, Springdale 
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and grove, south as oltorf and mopac, identify problems and address them, 
divide within corridor, sub-corridors, similar travel patterns and 
characteristics, identify I 0 sub-corridor, connect downtown, capitol and UT, 
where do we go from the core, identify the central area, started with those 
regional challenges, not just 1 program, project, we need a system to address 
those challenges, started with these basic problems, develop statements to 
articulate problems, hard to get here, things are not connected, this is where 
we need to spend our time, compare different directions, make it a data-driven 
process, which of these corridors assesses these problems, graphic 
representation, use data to compare them all together, social problems, 
combine them, how we can compare these ideas together, combine them into 
indices, got a lot of public input, projectconnect.com, congestion- which one 
of them are the most important, how do we weigh these things, use that to 
develop a recommendation, all I 0 of subcorridor, all of subcorridors get high
capacity transit, 2 that came on top, east riverside to downtown, highland from 
UT to due north to where old highland mall is, advance these into the second 
part of that study, these are broad areas, these are the corridors that make the 
most to process, decision will be made in next few weeks, how do we do this, 
bus rapid transit, urban rail, where will the stops be, how many people are 
going to ride and how much will it cost, continue to get the public involved, 
look on our website, televised meeting 7pm on the 2611

', participate on phone 
and text, come back in January to work on community 

L Strickland- how much will students be investing? 
a. Once we know what to do exactly, then we will know what 

finances we need, burden spread evenly, not paid all upfront, 
use federal grant, pay to build and then pay to maintain it, other 
funding opp011unity, univ can help if they want to 

2. U geo- how will it impact services for students like the UT shuttle? 
a. Don't have an answers, relationship to this service not known, 

we have to figure out what the impact is, project can take 6-7 
years before it comes in operation, 

3. Aimuyo- what solutions to dealing with temporary inconvenience? 
a. Lessons learned from other project, mitigation for those 

impacts, they have strategies to employ for how to minimize 
impacts, 

4. Hughes- worked on other projects in other cities? 
a. Kyle has done this in other cities 

1. Goes back about 30 years, working on the Dallas 
system, Houston, salt lake city, many of staff have had 
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V. Open Forum 

experiences on these project, understand what those 
proj eels are, 

a. Army ROTC- rep. I leadership to another, what UT ROTC is, through coursework 
and extracurricular, become a 2"d lieutenant in army, tested mentally and physically, 
many different groups within, get paid while we are in the school , make military 
career after we graduate, civilian job as well, option with a lot of flexibility, see if its 
right for you 

b. Reconnect Austin- masters of pub affairs at ut, working on projects to reconnect 
Austin, implementing design changes to i-35 corridor, affected by i-35, main tenet is 
to depress highway lane, recreate wide and quiet boulevard underground, reconnect 
urban grid downtown, demonstrate power of collective choice, we will be submitting 
resolution about this issue 

c. Trees on the drag- student group, make the drag more ambient, try to get trees instead 
of planters, trees offer shade, drag has so much more potential, spread, educate 

d. Advocating for urban rail- 4 points- closer look at the urban rail, downtown, ut and 
state capitol, guad, speedway, san jac, new bus route on drag, 8000 people around the 
area, study should include area, urban rail is a 5 minute walk, with pedestrian traffic, 
consider that 5 minute walk, 45% students chose speedway as ideal, 60% were 
outside 5 minute walk, 

e. Andy Clark- transfer student, I am an angry student, know about YCT, event has been 
cancelled, efforts to stand in solidarity with undocumented students, facilitated with 
ULI, voice out what other student governments are doing, Williams, Yale, Cornell, 
UC davis, Harvard are pushing for a bill or hosting an event in solidarity with these 
student, YCT and ULI are nonpartisan, do not stand in shame, have information how 
YCT event violates university code, spoken with reps here, event in solidarity, media 
outlets will be there, other students groups are weary of what student government, 
Stanford student govt will pass a bill on this issue, pressuring you to stand in 
solidarity with other student organizations here 

1. Dimitroff: are you aware that we passed ar 16 in support of undocumented 
student? 

!. Yes 
11. Vincent- what kind of response, our exec student board published a statement? 

I. Students need a more direct answer 
m. Houston- AR 16 has been made in support of undocumented students so all 

representatives can make statements in support of undocumented students 
behalf of student government. 

iv. Vincent- we are presenting resolution to recognize effects of that event 
v. Wiseman- what Exec. Board did was a further judgment call 

VI. Ex-Officio Member Reports 
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a. Graduate Student Assembly 
b. Senate of College Councils 

1. Passed a resolution supporting to clarify student intellectual property rights, if 
a student used UT Wi-Fi, UT can get share of profits of patents, your rights 
will be protected, research programs in social science, one in hard science, 
fall calendar- making Wednesday before thanksgiving a holiday, thank you 
for consideration of JR 2, 

c. Events and Entertainment 
1. Elysium on Thursday, Die Hard next Weds, madrigal dinner this weekend, 

buy tickets at the door on Thursday, Saturday is sold out, dinner with 
performance chillfest is dee 2"d in sac ballroom, south mall will have end of 
year light saber fight and will not be on the drag 

VII. External Appointment Reports 
VIII. Internal Appointment Reports 

a. 2 new Assistant Directors of New Media 
1. Julia- freshman, I subscribe to newsletter, watch meetings online, took at a 

few film/editing class at Rhode Island School of Design, on tech at my high 
school, 

11. Rayo- first year, mechanical engineering major, getting involved and getting 
the work done, been surfing around it, on newsletter, watched state of 40 acres 
and watched, part of journalism staff, doing You Tube videos which are 
reviews on things I have bought, my video gets money, 

IX. Advisor Report 
a. Marilyn Russell - marilynr@austin.utexas.edu 

i. ESB app due tomorrow, due through hornslink, do not do handwritten, can 
turn in to dean's office by 5 pm, 

X. Executive Reports 
a. Horacio Villarreal, Student Body President - hvillarreal27@gmail.com 

1. Thank you for coming out to showdown, 5 minute segment from longhorn 
network before tech on that, 40 for 40 campaign, like to be a part of 
fundraising campaign, esb apps, please get an app in, Ugeo and I discussed 
implementing more things into our platform, do more things before time is up, 

b. Ugeo Williams,Student Body Vice President - michael.ugeo.williams@utexas.edu 
l. Around the 40 acres, ran into some conflicts, move to 2 week of spring 

semester, look at housing issue and how it affects students, appointed to 
LGBTQ support initiatives by Pres. Powers, if you have any issues with that 
community, let me know, 

c. Chief of Staff, Braydon Jones - braydon.k.jones@gmail.com 
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I. Big 12 went great, not meeting next week, having potluck, canned food drive, 
proud and thankful of UT SG, we have to do risk management, 

I. 7 habits UT upholds 
a. Hazing is bad, even if you consent, it is not okay, person must 

report it, DOS can take action on student org 
b. Drug use, those numbers are low, life problems related to 

substance abuse, you know when your friends are affected, be 
responsible, talk with a professional on this issue, have 
resources for you to use, critical medical condition, univ 
policy, call for help, take advantage ofresources, you are 
aware of city, state and fed laws, check ids, 

c. Sexual assault, act without consent, act is forced, aware of the 
situation, acting on it is the things, alcohol is used, be there for 
your friends, sexual harassment and misconduct is 
unprofessional, 

d. Fire safety, stop, drop and roll, use blue light, sure walk, sign 
up for campus watch 

e. Call cmhc for behavioral signs in our friends 
f. UT encourages international travel, school will take you 

through this 
g. Hold events that are in line with university code, look at 

themes of parties 
d. Communications Director, Alayna Alvarez - alayna alvarez@utexas.edu 

i. Email organizations, get 2 outreach points for that, telling them that you are 
their rep, 

e. Internal Financial Director, Mackenzie Spaniol - kenzieespanol@yahoo.com 
I. Thank you for coming out to union board director email, quick turnaround, 

TCU was good, finances were in great shape, figuring our spring 
appropriations by this week, 

f. External Financial Director, Kornel Rady- korirady135@gmail.com 
I. 40 for 40, if your student org interested to getting funding, one night we had 

45 rides, extended thanksgiving looking really good, will present it next time, 
I. Houston- how will safe ride affect bus routes? 

a. Rady- it won't, just another options, getting funding from other 
places like athletics 

g. Administrative Director, Joshua Tang - tang.josh@gmail.com 
i. thank you for going to El Mercado, thanksgiving at JR's house, signup for 

being food 
XL Director and Executive Staff Reports 
XII. Judicial Report 

a. Philip Wiseman, Chief Justice- wiseman.phi!ip'iDutexas.cdu 
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i. Elections coming up, working to make that process better 
XIII. Unfinished Business 
XIV. New Business 

a. Suspension of rules for JR 2- A Vote of No Confidence in Regent Hall 
1. Villarreal- last meeting before thanksgiving, looking into the impeachment of 

Wallace Hall, following that pretty closely, 
11. Clark- all been brought about during the meeting, Hall has asked for 800,000 

student documents, student privacy concerns, Wallace Hall, was in possession 
of FERP A protected info, on a witch hunt to remove pres powers, not about 
impeachment, as students we do not have confidence in his role as a regent 

u1. Raza- next Tuesday we will have no meeting, so imperative that we do this 
now 

I. Barth- investigation is still going on? 
a. Yes, Hall's attorneys have commented through lawyers, has 

not responded to our letter 
2. Ayn- what is the role of a regent? 

a. Clark- role of the regent has been up for a debate, their duty to 
protect interest of university and system, Regent Hall has 
crossed the line, clear agenda to remove Pres. Powers despite 
of his accolades, his desire to not respect student privacy 

b. Wiseman- this investigation has undermined the regents board, 
and their legal system, 

3. Carter- we will be fast tracking this? 
a. Yes, senate will be as well 

4. Dimitroff- he disclosed ofFERPA protected information, what was he 
doing with that? 

a. Clark- see meeting stream, his lawyer can't disclose what and 
why he had it, under law, under some circumstances you can 
have information only for educational interests, and Hall was 
proven not to have that interest in mind 

5. Vincent- what actions have you taken to reach out to Regent Hall? 
a. Clark- met with Nash individually, related to the protection of 

student rights, sent letter to Chairman Foster, 
b. Villarreal- talked to Chancellor about everything else like PUF, 

it's fishy that we can't get a direct answer for him about 
regents, he precedes over them, Regent Hall on a witch-hunt 
for Pres. Powers, talked to close friends ofregents, support for 
what we are doing 

c. Jones- we may never know that if they opened our letter, 
reminds Pres. Powers to keep doing his job, give him a boost, 

d. Clark- look at testimony of meeting, said that his actions are 
uncalled for, their putting their credibility and that affirms 

6. Barth- a statement by committee? 
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a. Clark- ongoing, a sitting member wrote a letter to governor 
about having Hall resign 

7. Dimitroff: Are they under open meetings act? 
a. Wiseman- a lot of conversations during executive meetings, no 

official records of those 
b. Clark-but all actions must be voted on in public, but reasoning 

is not clear since they are in the exec meetings that are not 
recorded 

8. MacMath- what do you hope to accomplish? 
a. Clark- students have stake in their school, protect students, 

students to speak for ourselves, he had access to inform that 
was not educational at all, people put their credibility on the 
line to voice concerns, that's legitimate 

9. Sherman- why now? 
a. Wiseman- student government doesn't meet for the last two 

weeks, can't meet 
I 0. May- effects of this resolution? 

a. Clark- vote of no confidence, lack of faith ut students have in 
him, no legally binding action with this resolution, making sure 
that we have a productive statement, 

b. Wiseman- lack oftrust almost as bad as corruption, undermines 
confidence in our school 

1v. Debate on moving this to unfinished business 
1. MacMath- very important information, we have to try to meet to talk 

about this, we've already passed a resolution to support pres powers, 
have no opportunity to talk to my council, only got it a few hours ago, 

v. In unfinished business 
1. Villarreal- almost solidified, one of the members of the committee 

asked for his resignation to save his pride, that says so much, powers 
brought recognition to the business school, 

v1. Debate on the resolution 
1. Clark- college councils presidents got copies of it, they are aware of it 
2. MacMath- haven't have a chance to talk to councils, our president is 

concerned about the time we are getting for this, this is a really 
important issue, 

3. Wiseman - nothing to do with the statements and facts, members with 
the house committee, really a question of with his behavior, 
noncompliance of ferpa, council admitted that he did not have 
educational, looking badly on the regents, this is something we, 
regents, state and legislature has been dealing will, 

4. Barth- serve UT and community, serve schools and students, 
investigation is still going on, done research and job with constituents 
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5. Houston- read the daily Texan every day, comes up repeatedly is the 
issue of regent hall and his actions, regent Horne came to talk about 
rio grande school but undermined by regent hall, damage has been 
done, not only to UT and system, issue has been happening for months 
and year, you have to make decision for your school 

6. Neville- I want to support Pres. Powers, people are counting on me to 
represent it 

7. Mason- do you think that opinion is different tonight? 
a. MacMath- pres of our council is unsure about it, cheated if it 

was passed without their consent 
8. Raza- presented to lib arts council tonight, almost unanimously 

supported, that is a strong opinion that I can justify, how would media, 
student body portray sg if we don't support this bill of no confidence, 
not everyone supported but part of campus climate, majority of 
students support that 

9. Barth- students appreciate that we take it back to them, education 
hasn't had a chance to see this, you are pitting reps and schools against 
each other, 

I 0. Passes with vote of25-2-3 9: 11 pm 
b. AR 20- In support of increased funding for Eureka! 

1. Dimitroff- contacted about someone from Harvard, we discussed project lever 
taking over eureka but it would cost half a million, we talked to her about that, 
developed a survey about eureka, people don't know what it is, change the 
way the website functions, usability and design issues, cost a lot to implement, 
cost $75/hr to change website, vocalized that students would like to have 
eureka and that we support a change 

11. Hughes- let UGS know that we care about this 
1. Committee to academic affairs 9:44 

c. AB 19- Creation of Association Director of Campus Outreach 
1. Ugeo- campus connectors working on this, don't want to have numbers, but 

encourage them to grow, external body can grow in the coming years, tech, ks 
and tcu have this position, 

1. Rules and regulations 9:46 pm 
d. AR 19- In Support oflmplementing a Cultural Component in Summer Orientation 

Campus Safety Program 
i. Ugeo- a longtime coming, bringing this to the floor, support in this legislation, 

students feel marginalized, not just now but in the last years as well, allowing 
students to be more aware of cultural effects in overall campus safety not 
about social identities, 

11. Houston- as an RA, we get a lot of training on this, make students aware of all 
types of people they will come in contact with 

1. Ayn- current no component? 
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a. Ugeo- students are aware of what people from other cultures 
deal with, students who feel marginalized after 9/1 l, dealing 
with orientation, campus safety now mandatory, social justice 
not mandatory, 

b. Studentaffairs 9:51 
lll. AR 21- In Opposition of Reducing Occupancy Limits in Austin From Six To 

Four Non-Related Residents 
1. Houston- moving residents from 6 to 4, if you live with more than 3 

people, breaking the law, affects in north and east neighborhood, 
council hearing this, show council that we are aware of this and not in 
support because it affects our affordability 

2. Leg affairs 
1v. AR 22- In Renewed Suppmi of the University of Texas at Austin's Mission, 

Core Purpose a.nd Values, Student Honor Code, and University Code of 
Conduct and Its Enforcement on All Registered Student Organizations 

1. Vincent- Students feel greatly about how to treat other students, AR 16 
was specific, crux of it comes out at the end to send it to the registered 
student org, realize that we abide by honor codes and conduct, useful 
to send out so we can let them know how we feel about events of the 
week and how to treat each other 

a. Lee- clarify title? 
1. Vincent- didn't not talk about specific event or 

organization, not responsible for us to alienate any 
groups, frame this in a positive light, here's what we 
should be doing, not in a bad or negative light to 
alienate any people 

b. Neville- one of the footnotes contains information about YCT 
event, how is that unbiased? 

!. Vincent- allows students to know how to treat each 
other, people know why are passing it, promote as 
opposed to shunning student organization, just a rough 
draft, reafiirming our support for our codes of conducts, 
spoke against rule, this is an exception, not in 
contradiction, 

11. Carter- proposed amendment: WHEREAS, the Student 
Government assembly learned recently about an event 
titled "Capture an Illegal Immigrant", which has 
prompted loud discussion about the rights expected by 
all students and respect all students deserve. 
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u1. Aimuyo- doesn't the amendment present the problem of 
not bringing it back to our councils? 

1. Carter- we just renewed support for what we 
already have, it gives reason to why we have the 
amendment 

2. Petruzzi- how is this different than exec board 
statement 

a. Vincent- statement of exec board, use 
other means to let students know our 
support of students 

b. Hughes- statement was not passed by 
SG, our statements are resolutions 

c. Cmier- amendment to change the title: in 
solidarity with all students 

i. Wilson: not in line with res 
d. Carter- amendment to change the title: 

In Renewed Support of the University 
of Texas at Austin's Mission, Core, 
Purpose and Values, Student Honor 
Code, and University Code of Conduct 
in Light of Recent Events 

e. Houston- amendment to change the title: 
In Renewed Support of the University 
of Texas at Austin's Mission, Core, 
Purpose and Values, Student Honor 
Code, and University Code of Condnct 
and its enforcement on all registered 
stndent organizations (p/n) 

1. Strickland- all student 
organizations are already 
required to do so 

11. Houston- just renewed support 
111. Rinaudo- piece of legislation 

losing its mean 
1v. Lee- added something to the end 

of the title, unifies it, adding it 
will unify document, 

v. Strickland- we want to make a 
difference, we have to 
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acknowledge what we are 
upholding 

f. Houston- we have to clarify the title to 
make it specific to students 

g. Vincent- amendment to fix grammatical 
errors 

i. Mason- writing resolutions 
during the meeting ruining sg 

h. Debate on Tabling 
1. Vincent -help me put it together, 

pass legislation in a timely 
manner, there are no glaring 
issues, attach appropriate amount 
of time, pass legislation that is 
not controversial 

11. Mason- effort we put into bill, 
every piece of legislation deserve 
the right amount of time 

111. Carter- time-sensitive, hard to 
pass this before January, if we 
support the language there's no 
reason to support this legislation 
and wait until January 

iv. Strickland- I have been affected 
by this, this doesn't do what 
students want to do, we should 
do what students want us to do, 
this just reaffirmed what we 
already have 

v. Hughes- we already abide by 
rules, sg has to make a stand, 
directly what they were 
concerned about, time should not 
factor into whether it should pass 
on tr, 

v1. Ayn- JR 2 written by lots of 
authors with a good amount of 
time, it's not enough, this doesn't 
satisfy people in the MEC, 

vn. Raza- important to be responsible 
and do research, this is a time-
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sensitive, this is something that 
we can take care right now, 
shows that UT is taking care of 
students and events, we can do 
more after this, 

vm. Mason- pressing issues, take a 
stance, take a stance, take a 
strong stance, realistically, 
there's I author, 2 supports, exec 
has taken a stance, let's write a 
bill we can all get behind, people 
want to have a say in, 

1x. Strickland- we can do more than 
resolutions, does less, we can 
show our support, 

x. Hughes- the goal is address the 
issue, we can attack specific 
things on their own, this is 
supposed to be positive, 

x1. Ayn- it is not strong enough and 
does not do enough q 

x11. Vincent- what can we as a 
legislative body do? q 

xm. Ayn- have stronger language 
included, ask for more student 
opm10nq 

xiv. Houston- doesn't have an action 
behind them, says that we 
support our codes, 

xv. Strickland- why wasn't 
conversation started yesterday, is 
intent matching what's on paper 

xv1. Holms- student are expecting us 
to do something, they don't want 
something after break when it 

xvu. Mason- doing the bare minimum 
in a rushed way, 

xviii. Hughes- why is this illegimate? q 
xix. Mason- haven't talked to our 

people and councils q 
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XV. Committee Reports 

xx. Sherman- we need to set any 
example for our students 

xxt. Strickland- they are demanding 
action and this doesn't do that 

xx1t. Martinez- this resolution can do 
both, we have to support our 
students, catalyst for action 

xxm. Ayn- studesnts deserve anything 
better, not passing anything later 
and just having this is not enough 

xx1v. Maingot- we can propose 
amendments, meetings are 
unlikely, actually get this done 
now, 

3. Passes 18-0-5 11: 19 pm 

a. Academic Affairs Committee - kallen.dimitroff@yahoo.com 
i. Bring ar 20 to council, talk and show them about it, had quorum problems, 

b. External Affairs Committee - nosaaimuyo@utexas.edu 
t. Food drive, participating in the food drive, change picture and event, several 

boxes around campus, take pictures, email outreach points, will be reviewed 
during the spring semester, be diligent about getting these points, we will take 
timing of new representatives in order when looking at your outreach points, 
elected Sofie Rinaudo as vice chair 

c. Financial Affairs Committee - christopherjordan@utexas.edu 

i. Focus groups for spring appropriations, week after thanksgiving, last week of 
class, see what day works best, do it right before meeting on Dec 3 

d. Legislative Affairs Committee - johntbrown@utexas.edu 
i. This Sunday, meeting about AR 21, keep Sunday evening open, 

e. Rules and Regulations Committee - aghouston@utexas.edu 
i. Not officially meeting tomorrow, talking about election code, notify me for 

anything pertinent that needs to be passed so we can reschedule 
f. Student Affairs Committee- carolinecarter@att.net 

XVI. Speaker of the Assembly Report 

a. Kenton Wilson - Kenton.Wilson@utexas.edu 
t. Do not have a phone, facebook or email, office hours, tomorrow 11-1, org 

email, we can do it as a group, no meeting next week, we will have a meeting 
Dec 3, plan on being there 
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XVII. Representative Reports 
a. Vincent- come out to event west mall, 12-2, first shuttle meeting, great start with cap 

metro and pts 
b. Strickland- big 12 was great, going through platforms 
c. Sherman- gone without coffee for 9 days, link on sg page for event 
d. Martinez- organizing SG study break at pc!, December 9th or I 0111 afternoon, any ideas 

and suggestions 
e. Houston- Peace park planning committee, Thursday at 7 pm, be sure to email me, not 

getting I 0 outreach points is grounds for removal 
f. Roberts- other groups were hurt that YCT event, not all conservatives are like that, 

please keep that in mind 
XVIII. Announcements 

a. Hughes- Tejas coffee at 9 Thursday with ransom notes 
b. Rinaudo- come to my fig, get I outreach point 
c. Wilson- harvest moon on Friday from 6-10 
d. Jones- Thanksgiving potluck on Sunday 
e. Molina- Hogg auditorium this weekend, Longhorn Singers is having a show 
f. Brown- no leg affairs meeting this week 

XIX. Second Roll Call 
XX. Adjournment 


